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Speed order processing, minimize delivery disputes, elevate customer service and protect your bottom line with ProVisions’
integrated E-Signature capability. Today’s ubiquitous mobile devices like tablet PCs and smart phones are being leveraged to effectively
and conveniently organize, coordinate, and monitor all aspects of delivery tracking and delivery management. The combination of these
devices with ProVisions’ E-signature capability is the solution for fast, accurate, cost effective, and up-to-the minute delivery monitoring.
Real-time Proof of Delivery Helps Resolve Delivery Disputes
ProVisions’ E-signature capability provides real-time proof of delivery and helps
to resolve disputes over deliveries. Orders are automatically sent to your drivers’
devices for each truck and sorted by delivery stops. Customers simply sign the
delivery receipt via the driver’s tablet or smart phone for immediate proof of
delivery.
The driver can also take photos and make delivery notes, i.e. missing one box,
record the temperature of the product when delivered, etc., which are
automatically attached to the customer’s order, with the signature, and
automatically emailed to the customer.
As soon as the delivery is complete, the order is removed from the driver’s
phone and automatically archived by customer, by order number, in ProVisions’
integrated Document Management system via Wi-Fi or your data plan. Your
proof of delivery can be easily retrieved at any time.
ProVisions’ E-signature capability streamlines delivery operations and
minimizes proof of delivery paperwork, data entry and duplication. Eliminate
entering or scanning proof of delivery details at the end of the day when the
drivers return with their delivery notes. Real-time instantaneous updates
between your drivers’ devices and your ProVisions system guarantee that your staff will have constant access to up-to-the-minute
information that will unquestionably save them enormous amounts of time and prevent lost profits due to missing paperwork. Equally
important you can improve your business customer service levels by keeping clients informed on the status of their deliveries and by
issuing credit and debit memos the same day if needed.
Enterprise Software for the Food Processing and Distribution Industry
ProVisions Software is a turnkey business management solution that's been helping food
processors and distributors enhance operational efficiency, reduce costs and maximize margins
for more than ten years. Whether you deal in meat, beverages or specialty foods, ProVisions’
integrated set of inventory control, production processing, sales and distribution tools will help
your entire team work smarter and more profitably.
To learn more, call (800) 422-4782 or visit caisoft.com/provisions.
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